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Free time, entertainment 

Nowadays people spend a lot of time at work and they say that they 
don´t have much free time. Unfortunately, it is true for most people. 
Due to work, studies and taking care of the family we have hardly 
any time left for our hobbies.  

Hobbies are favourite activities which make us feel good, bring relaxation and make 
us forget about our everyday problems. Some hobbies are typical for men while 
others attract mostly women. Children have their hobbies too. A hobby often replaces 
what working people don´t have and they need it. For example, if you sit the whole 
day in office, you might like some movement such sport. On the other hand, if you 
work hard physically you might like reading or collecting. Family hobbies are those 
that can be enjoyed by the whole family together: hiking, travelling, camping, skiing, 
mushrooming, sledging, etc. 

Sports are one of the most popular leisure time activities. This is mainly due to the 
fact that they help one to keep fit both physically and mentally. Such a form of 
relaxation as sports is refreshing, can help take off some weight, and makes use of 
one´s skills and strength. During sports events one can meet a lot of new people and 
see how it feels to be a winner or a loser. Tourism or hiking is very popular with all 
generations of people. It keeps you fit and you do not pay much attention to your 
performance. The main things is to go out into nature where you can look at the 
countryside, the wildlife. Cycling belongs to the most widely practised sporting 
activities. Mounting bikes are very popular, you can ride in the woods or on cycling 
paths. But riding on roads full of cars is not a good relaxation and it is very dangerous 
too. Winter sports especially downhill skiing is extremely popular among all 
generations of people, teenagers love snowboarding and older people often prefer 
cross-country skiing.  

Collecting is an example of a passive hobby. This hobby often starts an early age. 
Children often collect toys, napkins, picture postcards, boxes of matches, beer cans, 
mugs, chocolate wrappers, etc. Many adults collect stamps, beer-bottle labels, caps. 
Many nature lovers collect insects like beetles and butterflies. 

Art and music. Literature and reading is one of the most frequent hobbies of people 
of all age groups. Some people enjoy reading – novels, short stories, poetry or 
newspapers and magazines. Singing is good hobby, children and adults sing in 
choirs. Many young people dream of being famous pop star and they watch TV 
contests looking for young talents. Many young people take interest in dancing, 
there are groups of cheerleaders and modern group dances. A lot of people are 
theatre lovers. When going to the theatre people usually put on festive clothes. 
There are various genres of theatre plays: puppet shows, tragedies, comedies, 
musicals, ballet, operas and operettas. Musicals are very popular with younger 
generations. Cinemas are one of the most popular cultural activities for many people 
in spite of the fact that an attendance has declined because we have less free time 
and sometimes we are lazy to leave the homes. Some people prefer watching TV or 
DVDs to going out somewhere to the cinema. 
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Useful hobbies. Many girls and women are interested in needlework (sewing, 
knitting). They make their own designs for clothes and handbags. Men like working in 
their home workshops. Repairing their car or motorbike is a source of enjoyment for 
them. Gardening is one of the most widespread hobbies. Taking care of trees, 
flowers and vegetables is not only a good exercise but you can have fresh and 
healthy fruit and vegetables. Fishing belongs to traditional male interests. Men 
usually fish at the river, pond, lake or at the sea. Cooking and baking is a popular 
female hobby but many men are great cooks, too. 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions: 

1. Dou you like sports? Are sports good for people´s health? 
2. Which sports are popular in our country? 
3. Which sports do you only watch on TV? 
4. Have you ever collected anything? 
5. Do you know anybody who has an interesting collection? 
6. Do you like reading? What is your favourite author and book? 
7. Do you play any musical instruments? 
8. Do you like going to the cinema and theatre? 
9. Have you ever cooked any meal? 
10. What kind of film do you like? 

due to work kvůli práci 

hardly any time left sotva zbývá čas na 

taking care of péče o něco 

fed up with mít něčeho plné zuby 

movement pohyb 

hiking pěší turistika 

sledging sáňkování 

keeps you fit udržuje tě v kondici 

perfomance výkon 

wildlife divoká zvěř 

mushrooming houbaření 

cycling paths cyklostezky 

pond rybník 

lake jezero 

needlework ruční práce 

gardening zahradničení 

sewing šití 

knitting pletení 

downhill skiing sjezd 

cross-country běžky 
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Tasks: 
 
1. Read what the people say about the films and match them with the 

types of films they are describing. Cartoon, comedy, science fiction 
film, fantasy, war film, romantic film, horror film, thriller, historical 
drama, adventure film. 
 
1. The best scene is when the hero and the heroine fall in love. 

_________________________________________ 
2. The space battle scene is brilliant. 

_________________________________________ 
3. It is an interesting film and is set in the 18 century. 

_________________________________________ 
4. It is very funny film.  

_________________________________________ 
5. The story is about a clever scientist who goes to Africa to try to find a 

priceless ruby.______________________________ 
6. The film is set in England in 1940 and is about a young man who joins 

the army.__________________________________ 
7. My favourite characters are the wizard and his crazy 

assistant.__________________________________ 
8. It is very exciting story about 

spies._____________________________________ 
9. The graphics are excellent.____________________ 
10. The ghosts are really frightening.________________ 

 

2. Can you recognize any of the following musical instruments? 
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Řešení: 

1. Task 
 
1. The best scene is when the hero and the heroine fall in love. romantic film 
2. The space battle scene is brilliant.  science fiction film 
3. It is an interesting film and is set in the 18 century. historical drama 
4. It is very funny film.  comedy 
5. The story is about a clever scientist who goes to Africa to try to find a 

priceless ruby. adventure film 
6. The film is set in England in 1940 and is about a young man who joins the 

army. war film 
7. My favourite characters are the wizard and his crazy assistant. fantasy 
8. It is very exciting story about spies. thriller 
9. The graphics are excellent. cartoon 
10. The ghosts are really frightening. horror film 

 

 

 

 

2. Task 
 
Guitar, piano, violin, saxophone, drums, trumpet 
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